PROMPTER

TM

Desktop Webcam Teleprompting Kit

When you’re working from home and need a teleprompter to record a presentation or
deliver a prepared message to others, the RESIDENTIAL PROMPTER kit makes it easy.
There’s no need for a studio or elaborate tech setup. Just follow the FOUR RULES that will
make you look and sound great when you record.
$79~$199

$55

$23

SOUND

Get an inexpensive lavaliere
microphone like news anchors
use for balanced and
consistent audio.

VIDEO

Use a good quality webcam, or
better yet, a small HD camcorder
with optical zoom lens for true
‘studio quality’.

LIGHTING

Use a USB ring light that
provides a soft diffused
light that makes anyone
look their best.

$55

BACKDROP

Put a neutral background
behind you and zoom the
camera into a well framed
‘head and shoulders’ shot.

WHAT’S IN THE KIT
optional camera stand

Light blocking hood
Gimbal Spring Clamp
7” x 4” 60/40
reflective mirror

$595

18” or 13”
flexible arm
Round Base

your camera or
camcorder of choice
18” or 13”
flexible arm
Round Base

• Round Base
• 18” Flexible Extension Arm
• Gimbal Spring Clamp
• 60/40 Reflective Mirror Glass
• Light Blocking Hood
• 12” 1920 x 1080 HDMI Monitor
Download RUSHPROMPTER software from www.RUSHWORKS.tv $99

The recent health crisis has compelled us to embrace technologies that enable many of us
to work effectively from our homes. And it’s likely that our ‘new normal’ will see this trend
expanding.
Whether you’re giving a prepared presentation through remote video collaboration with
company employees - or just doing an on-camera demo - using a teleprompter to keep
your presentation focused is often helpful, and enhances the impact of your message with
eye-to-eye screen contact.

Use your favorite webcam …

or camcorder for higher quality
Good communication is essential … at any
age. And nothing boosts confidence more
than having a script you can rely on when
delivering your message to others. That’s
what teleprompters are all about.

Make the most of your situation.
Communicate directly and effectively from anywhere with the
RESIDENTIAL PROMPTER Kit … and RUSHPROMPTER software …
from RUSHWORKS!

